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The ever-growing popularity of the Angry Birds video game has sparked a worldwide phenomenon.

What started as a fun, quirky game in 2009 has since evolved into a full-fledged movement with a

huge online presence and fan base that includes hundreds of millions of children, teens, and adults.

Now, with Learn to Draw Angry Birds, fans of the growing franchise will learn to draw all of the Angry

Birds characters using easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions.
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Lots of great illustrations in this book. I bought the book for an almost 5 year old knowing that it

would be a little advanced in terms of drawing, really meant more for an older child or even adult

angry bird fan in terms of artistic instruction but as my child does nothing but draw angry birds he

was able to get some pointers and also uses tracing paper on the book to practice. There are

enough color pictures and written content that we actually were able to read this book before bed

one night and it took about as long to go through as your typical saga of Biscuit or the Berenstien

Bears. His favorite part of the book is the list of the Angry Birds and their names which is shows how

big they are in relation with everyone else. I now know that the yellow bird is actually Chuck. Several

pages show the different birds in different expressions--happy, angry, and so forth.



I am glad to have this. First I buy a couple coloring books, then the xbox game, and now I can learn

to do the actual drawing of these characters. Maybe I can use these skills to create my own angry

birds scenes.

I found my copy in a bookstore. I bought it because of the thorough content and full colour pages.

Excellent drawing book for under $10. Steps are super easy to follow. For characters designed in

vector, this book transforms it into pencil & paper extremely well.The birds listed are: Red, Chuck,

the Blues, Matilda, Bomb, Hal, Terence, and Bubbles, I was hoping to see the Might Eagle in there,

but he isn't. Piggies in there include the Minions, Helmet/Corporal, Moustache, and King Pig.Most of

the characters have the basic drawing steps plus an expressions page (normal, impact, cheering,

etc...). I can't understand why the Blues lack one... Terence and Bubbles can do without, but the

Blues?? One thing I really would've like to have seen is instructions for drawing the backgrounds,

blocks, or at least the slingshot. It would make the book feel more complete and the reader's

artwork more authentic-looking. I'm the type to submit model & prop sheets for character production,

so I notice right away when a character is missing a page, accessory, or view.Recommended for big

fans of Angry Birds. Recommended for children ages 5-12. Wonderful for the beginning artist, too!

I bought this so I could learn to draw Angry Birds for my Grand Kids. It is also good for a

Grandmother who wants to know who these little creatures are. I have designed many a PlayDoh

Angry Bird by looking at the pictures.

I'm sending this book to family in London. It's a nice sturdy book. I think all ages of "kids" will like it.

The cover and pages are thick. No thin pages like I've seen in other puzzle and drawing books.

I bought this for my 6 yrs old grandson. He received it on Christmas Eve. When we went to visit him

on Christmas day he already tried his hand at drawing. I was surprised he didn't shove this book

into a corner in preference for his other Christmas toys. We'll see how he progresses with his 'art'.

Angry Birds are such a hit I'm thinking he'll keep at it.

My sons love to draw, and they love Angry Birds, so this book is a match made in Heaven. The

drawings are simple enough that my 6 year old can draw them, after I help him the first time, but

detailed enough to satisfy my 11 year old. This was a great purchase!



Bought this for my son, but my four year old daughter loves it too. They like being able to recreate

their versions of the birds and play around with the colors. Very cool book, a bit expensive, but

worth it for the time and fun.
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